Just Like The Sun
Words and music by Raffi

Moderately slow

1. Just like the birds that keep on flying, Just like the wind that keeps on blowing, I see a wave of oceans rolling...
on and on, Just like the sun, these gifts are here for
every one. 2. Just like the trees that keep on giving,
grass that keeps on growing, I hear the sound of children singing
on and on, Just like the sun, these gifts are here for
3. Just like the sun, these gifts are here for every one.

Additional lyrics

3. Just as the flowers keep on blooming,
   Just like the leaves that keep on turning (for us),
   I feel the change of seasons flowing on and on,
   Just like the sun, these gifts are here for everyone.

4. Just like the moon that keeps on shining,
   Just like the stars that keep on twinkling,
   I know a world of wonders playing on and on,
   Just like the sun, these gifts are here for everyone.